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Introduction
by Dani Duck

SCBWI Event:

Crit-Nics in the park  (Lower Mainland)

Crit-Nics are part critique meetings, part picnic. The idea is that you 
bring something picnic-y for yourself to eat at the gathering, and then 
we have a critique group meeting following that. These Crit-Nics take 
place at a park setting. 

Saturday July 2, 12:00-4:00 pm.  Location: TBA
Saturday August 6, 12:00-4:00 pm.  Location: TBA

Upcoming Events

Non-SCBWI Event:

Annual Illustrator’s Breakfast featuring Steve Jenkins
October 15, 2016 | University Golf Course | 8:00 am -12:00 pm
Includes: Breakfast, a talk by Steve Jenkins, book sales and signings, 
door prizes

Vanessa Alexandre

Nadia Ronquillo

It’s time to enjoy the hot summer months, or it will be 
once it stops raining. In these months I find myself be-
ing my laziest. It’s hard to be motivated to write when 
the beach is calling your name. Who can draw while 
underwater, or while spending time with family? This 
is the perfect time to practise your willpower and force 
yourself to be creative, or not. I can give you an essay 
about how it’s important to work when things are hard 
so it will be easier to work when life is easy. It’s true that 
there are times you must force yourself to work, but it’s 
just as important to rest.

It’s okay if you need a break. You are allowed to take a 
break. You need to step away from your work and take 
a break. I know I’m being repetitive, but as important 
as it is to work it is also vital for us to rest. Burning out 
can lead to weeks (or months) of recovery. There will be 
times in your life where you will need to rest. It is okay 
to take a break to mourn, play, sleep, socialize and spend 
time with loved ones. Rest makes you a stronger writer 
or illustrator. The work will be there when you’re ready.
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Disclaimer: SCBWI Canada West periodically distributes information about events, contests, and other 
items that are likely of interest to writers and illustrators. We have no further knowledge of these items, 
and passing along this information does not constitute an endorsement. Please follow up on all aspects 
of these items on your own. Neither SCBWI Canada West nor any of its representatives can be held 
responsible for any outcomes, positive or negative, of you following up this information.

Good News from Our Members
Arthur Slade’s new novel, Flickers, has been published by HarperCol-
lins Canada and is now out in bookstores. Once from an isolated prairie 
ranch, orphaned twins Isabelle and Beatrice now live in 1920s Holly-
wood as wards of Mr. Cecil, a mysterious and influential director who 
seems to have truly dark designs for his new movie. 

Jennifer Honeybourn is thrilled to announce that her YA novel, Some-
body That I Used to Know, is going to be published in 2017 by Swoon 
Reads, an imprint of Macmillan Publishing. https://www.swoonreads.
com/m/somebody-that-i-used-to-know/ . In it, a girl falls in love with the 
boy who ruined her life during a summer job at Tudor Tymes restaurant.

Suzanne de Montigny is pleased to announce that her previously pub-
lished middle grade novel, Shadow of the Unicorn: The Destiny, was 
re-released in February 2016 by a new publisher, Books We Love, as 
two books—Shadow of the Unicorn: The Legacy and Shadow of the 
Unicorn: The Deception. In addition, her teen novel, A Town Bewitched, 
will be released later this year by the same publisher, the date to be an-
nounced. Kira is a child prodigy in classical violin trying to survive life in a 
small town as well as the recent death of her father, but her life changes 
when a mysterious fiddler appears out of nowhere and bewitches the 
town.

Akemi Ito

Tracy Marchini is the newest Agent at BookEnds. Previously an Agent 
assistant at Curtis Brown, Tracy is looking for new talent in PB, MG & 
YA. Find out more how to submit here: http://bookendsliterary.com/
index.php/about-us/#Marchini

Mark your calendars! The next #PitMad event on Twitter is Septem-
ber 8th. Pitch your manuscripts to Agents and Editors! Find out more 
info at http://www.brenda-drake.com/pitmad/

Heather Ayris Burnell recently published a free Monster List of Picture 
Book Publishers. This list is for those who wish to work with a pub-
lisher directly. Also check out her list of Monster List of Picture Book 
Agents while you are there: http://frolickingthroughcyberspace.blog-
spot.ca/2016/01/the-new-monster-list-of-picture-book.html

Call for Submissions ect.
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Good News from Our Members

Author-illustrator Aidan Cassie has just signed her first book deal. “Fork”, 
to be published by Farrar, Straus, Giroux, is about a stray dachshund 
named Sterling who, in an effort to please his new family, tries to be 
useful as fork and other increasingly silly household utensils.  

Eileen Cook’s new teen novel, With Malice, will be out on shelves in 
June 2016. It is published by HMH Books for Young Readers and has 
already received a starred review from Booklist. Jill’s senior trip to Italy 
was supposed to be the adventure of a lifetime, until the accident that 
might not have been an accident; now she struggles to piece together 
what happened before she loses her thin hold on a once perfect life.

Mary McKenna Siddals has a new picture book out called Bringing the 
Outside In (illustrated by Patrice Barton), in which an ethnically diverse 
group of young children enjoy the outdoors in all seasons. It was pub-
lished by Random House and has already received a starred review from 
Kirkus.

Leanne Shirtliffe has a new picture book that just recently came out, No 
More Beige Food, illustrated by Tina Kugler and published by Sky Pony 
Press. This is a sequel to The Change Your Name Store. This time, Wilma 
Lee Wu, tired of the bland and mushy meals her parents make, an-
nounces she will no longer eat any more beige food; and her neighbours 
are willing to teach her how to cook new kinds of food. 

Author Irish Beth Maddock’s picture book, The Great Carp Escape (il-
lustrated by Lucent Ouano), has received a number of awards, including 
a Gold Medal for the 2016 Illumination Book Awards, a Silver Medal for 
the 2015 Global Ebook Awards Excellence Award, and the 2015 Reader’s 
Favorite Best Illustrated Book Award (Christian). www.irishbethmad-
dock.com . Beth and Paul are first afraid at their discovery of a scaly, 
moustached carp, but their perspectives change when a flood brings 
about a life-or-death situation for the carp.

Penny Draper is usually known as the “Disaster Queen” for the Disaster 
Strikes! novels that she writes. But she now has a new YA novel out, 
“Breaking Big”, published by Orca Books and part of their Limelights 
Series. Robin’s devil-may-care attitude plays havoc with discipline at the 
Premier Dance School, but not only is he the only student dancer picked 
to understudy in the company, he is also unexpectedly thrust into per-
forming the role—yet is it all too much too soon?
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Celebrating Out-Going SCBWI 
Canada West Regional Advisor, 
Ken Kilback

by Anita Miettunen

This spring, after serving for 7 ½ years 
as the SCBWI Canada West Regional 
Advisor, Ken Kilback, stepped down 
to pursue other interests, including 
his children’s writing. Several mem-
bers and friends attended a lunch 
celebration for Ken on June 4, 2016 in 
Burnaby, BC.

Ken joined SCBWI in 2004, and soon 
started reviewing picture books for 
Resource Links and the Canadian
Children’s Book News, as well as
developing his own writing. In 
October 2008, he became our Region-
al Advisor. Recently, Ken graciously 
shared his thoughts on his time in this 
role:

Anita:  What has been a highlight for 
you as Regional Advisor?

Ken: All the wonderful and interesting 
people I’ve met, from across Canada, 
and around the world — a wide vari-
ety of people who all have one thing 
in common, a passion for children’s 
literature. My first SCBWI Summer 
Conference in L.A. was a highlight for 
that very reason. There was some-
thing different about all the hundreds 
of people at this conference. 

Ken Kilback at the lunch celebration.

All the attendees — whether writer or 
illustrator, agent or editor, published 
or not — were all there for one reason 
and one reason only, their interest in 
and love for children’s literature. And I 
remember thinking: “These, these are 
my people”. 

Anita: What has been most challeng-
ing for you as Regional Advisor?

Ken: One of the most challenging 
things has been wanting to do more 
for all areas of our vast region. Our 
area is half the country, with members 
concentrated in some places but 
sporadically spread out in many 
others. While I was happy with what 
we were able to do in the Greater 
Vancouver and Calgary areas, we      

     always wanted to 
do more elsewhere. 
There is so much 
potential though for 
the years to come. 
Of course, we need 
volunteers in key 
areas of Canada 
West to help make 
things happen. 
But we have many 
wonderful members 
in our region and so 
much potential to 
serve them as well.

Anita: What advice do you have for 
anyone wanting to be more involved 
with SCBWI Canada West?

Ken: The first thing, of course, is for 
people to actually reach out and 
network. It is hard to write or 
illustrate in isolation without also 
having other people to rely on for 
feedback and support. The second 
thing is to get involved, and that does 
not have to be onerous. People should 
think about their strengths and in-
terests, as well as what their comfort 
zone may be. Some things—such as 
hosting critique groups, organizing 
socials, or offering to help some-
one in a small specific way—may be 
easier for people to commit to. Other 
possibilities, such as being a local 
coordinator for some part of Canada 
West, may involve a bit more time and 
effort, but it will also help to ensure 
that things are happening in that area. 
SCBWI is a volunteer-based organiza-
tion, so that old maxim does apply: If 
you want something to happen, you 
might actually have to do it yourself—
but you don’t have to do it alone. For 
anyone interested in helping, they 
should approach the Regional 
Advisor or Illustrator Coordinator to 
get started.

Anita: Any significant changes you’ve 
seen over the past years that you’ve 
served as Regional Advisor?

Jiho Jang
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Ken: I did a lot of 
writing in my early 
twenties. But my 
biggest mistake was 
working in isolation. 
I just kept to my-
self. And of course, I 
stopped submitting 
and I stopped 
writing for many 
years. Whether we 
write or illustrate or 
do both, we need to 
connect. So get con-
nected, network with 
others, and build your 

portfolio as you go along.

Left to right: Ken Kilback, Jami Gigot and Anita Miettunen.

Ken: When I first started as Regional 
Advisor, we had a very simple website. 
Eventually, SCBWI laid the 
foundation for all regions to have 
a consistent website platform and 
presence, and so now our website 
has vastly improved. Other significant 
changes have been our foray into 
social media, with a Facebook page 
and a Twitter account. We also cre-
ated a members-only Listserv group 
for our region. I think that we have 
a better presence now, more people 
know about us, and more people seek 
us out. 

Anita: What are you most proud of as 
Regional Advisor?

Ken: I’d rather say that what I have 
seen over the past several years, what 
has engendered a great sense of 
happiness and satisfaction in me, 

is the growth of a real sense of 
community amongst the writers and 
illustrators of Canada West. Some 
people may not actually be members 
of SCBWI, but they are nonetheless 
connected with us and are definitely 
partnered with all our members in 
that community-building process. In 
some ways, before we can do 
anything else for our writers and 
illustrators, we have to first lay the 
foundation for that process to begin; 
and so, I hope, we have. 

Anita: Any final words you’d like to 
share with our readers?

Looking ahead, what I see most of all 
is a community of writers and 
illustrators growing together, 
increasing in number, reaching out to 
others, and continually creating an en-
vironment so supportive and inviting 
that anyone entering that community 
will stand in jaw-dropping awe and 
say, “Yes, these, these are my people.” 

Lucky for many of us, Ken plans to 
continue hosting his ever-popular 
monthly critique groups in Burnaby, 
BC, and to keep connecting our kid-lit 
world! Thank you, Ken, for your many 
years of service and caring on behalf 
of the SCBWI Canada West 
community. 

Vanessa Alexandre

Writers and Illustrators at the lunch celebration.
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Announcements
by Anita Miettunen

As we bid goodbye to Ken Kilback, we are excited to have Jennifer Barr take on the 
SCBWI Canada West Regional Advisor role, effective June 1, 2016. Welcome Jennifer!

Earlier this year, we introduced Nancy Vo as our interim Canada 
West Illustrator Coordinator. A warm welcome to Nancy, who 
brings many talents to the role! 

Helena Juhasz

SCBWI Canada West would also like to thank Helena Juhasz, who stepped down earlier 
this year from serving as our wonderful Canada West Illustrator Coordinator. Helena has 
been a member of SCBWI since 2011 and has been our region’s Illustrator 
Coordinator since 2013. Thank you, Helena, for your leadership in bringing together our 
area’s illustrators, through arranging events and meetings, connecting and networking, 
and continuing to encourage us all. Helena will continue being part of the SCBWI Canada 
West community and you can follow her through Facebook, Twitter, or http://www.
helenajuhaszillustration.com/

Nancy Vo

Nancy Vo joined SCBWI in 2011, when she seri-
ously decided to be a picture book maker. In her 
day job, she still works as a planner, where her 
colleagues politely tolerate her love of puns and 
argyle socks. At ungodly hours in the night, she 
gets to draw! Practice and more practice, plus the 
support of SCBWI peers, help tremendously in her 

growth as an illustrator. She plans to encourage a cul-
ture of positive inspiration during her term as interim Illustrator 
Coordinator for Canada West SCBWI and looks forward to work-
ing closely with new Regional Advisor, Jennifer Barr.

Akemi Ito

Vanessa Alexandre

Jennifer Barr

I graduated from The University of British Columbia with 
a BA in Theatre. I have backpacked and lived all over the 
world, worked many years in the video game industry and 
now live on the North Shore mountains in Vancouver, 
Canada, raising my two kids. In my spare time, I am usual-
ly found reading, writing, volunteering with inner city kids 
on a writing and literacy program, or hiking and running 
in the mountains whenever I can. There is nothing more in life that I love to do 
than encouraging the people around me to succeed and achieve their goals. 
Taking on the Regional Advisor role grants me a wonderful channel to do this.
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Photos from from the February 13, 2016 
Canada West Illustrators’ Group Exhibit, 
Opening Reception was at the District 
Library Gallery at Lynn Valley Main Library in 
North Vancouver, BC. The exhibit was held 
for 6 weeks and featured 9 illustrators. 

Photo credit: North Vancouver Community Arts Council

Events

Illustrators participating from left to right: Nancy Vo, Lisa Cinar, 
Jami Gigot, Anita Miettunen, Dani Duck,  Anne Lei-Yeung So 
and Akemi Ito. Helen Juhasz and Cyndi Marko not pictured.

Display of Illustrator’s books.

Jami Gigot and Nancy Vo.

Akemi Ito and Anne Lei-Yeung So. 

Patrons viewing the Art Show.
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Ken:  What did you find most 
challenging about writing it? And 
what did you find most satisfying/
most rewarding in writing it?

Margriet:  Writing nonfiction, and 
especially a biography, is always tricky 
because it needs to be totally 
accurate. I spend much of my time 
researching and fact checking. 
Katherine Gibson had written an adult 
biography of him and spent even 
more time researching every aspect 
of his life. I am very happy with how 
Pajama Press made this into such a 
gorgeous book, with beautiful lay-out, 
paper quality and, of course, Ted’s 
amazing art.
 
Ken:  Anything to add about writing 
books, receiving awards, or our craft 
in general?

Margriet:  Each book is a struggle. 
Each book has to stand on its own. As 
its creator, you always hope it will do 
well and find its way into the hands 
of readers who will love it as much 
as you did when you wrote it. I often 
spend years with one book, 
researching, editing, rewriting. So 
when that book finally is published 
and then gets recognition in the form 
of awards or short-listing, that is 
fabulous. And when these awards are 
children’s choice or peer-voted they 
are even more meaningful. I often say 
“In writing for children, it takes thirty 
years to become an overnight 
success…” We keep at it, we keep 
coming up with the next idea, we keep 
writing and rewriting. Not because 
we’ll ever get rich but because we 
love it. And because there’s nothing 
more exciting than to see a child hug a 
book and say “I love this book!"

Ken:  Beautifully answered!! Thank 
you very much, Margriet! And
congratulations once again!

Margriet Ruurs and her books can be 
found at: www.margrietruurs.com 

A Brush Full of Colour
Margriet Ruurs Wins the SCBWI 
Crystal Kite 
Award (Canada)

By Ken Kilback

Margriet Ruurs 
has written at 
least 30 books 
for children, including “In My Back-
yard, A Mountain Alphabet”, “Ms. 
Bee’s Magical Bookcase”, and “My 
School is the Rainforest”. She has a 
passion for both environmental and 
global issues, and she also has a lovely 
sense of humour, all of which can 
be found to different degrees in her 
books. 

While her books have been shortlisted 
for a number of awards, “Emma’s 
Eggs” received the Storytellers World 
Award Honor Title, “My Librarian is a 
Camel” received a Teacher’s Choice 
Award and was named an Internation-
al Reading Association’s Notable Book 
for Global Awareness, and she herself 
has received the IRA’s Presidential 
Award for Reading and Technology.

Her most recent book, “A Brush Full 
of Colour: The World of Ted Harrison”, 
which she co-wrote with Katherine 
Gibson, focuses on what experiences 
and influences in Ted Harrison’s life 
led him to develop the distinctive style 
that has become so iconic in the 
history of Canadian art. It was 
shortlisted for the Hackmatack Chil-
dren’s Choice Award, the Children’s 
Literature Roundtables of Canada In-
formation Book Award, and the Silver 
Birch Award. However, in May 2016, 
Margriet Ruurs won the 2016 Crystal 
Kite Award (Canada) for this book. She 
is the first member from Canada West 
to receive it.

Margriet Ruurs very graciously took 
time recently to answer a few ques-
tions, following the announcement of 
her win. 

Ken:  Congratulations on winning 
this award, Margriet! The Crystal 
Kite award winners were announced 
when you were attending the Forest 
of Reading event in Toronto. Where 
were you when you actually found out 
that you had won? And how did you 
respond?

Margriet:  I was actually at the Forest 
of Reading in Toronto on that Tues-
day! An amazing event with over 
4,000 children cheering for their 
favourite books and authors. It was 
thrilling to see that kind of enthusi-
asm for reading. And I was excited to 
have my book “A Brush Full of Colour” 
shortlisted for the Silver Birch. So it 
was double exciting to find out, that 
very night when I was having dinner 
with the publisher, that it had been 
awarded the Crystal Kite. We toasted 
that announcement! Such a peer-vot-
ed recognition is especially rewarding. 

Ken:  What motivated you to write 
a book about Ted Harrison? Or what 
was your interest in writing it?

Margriet:  Ted Harrison was an art 
teacher in the Yukon who became one 
of Canada’s most recognized painters, 
certainly among children who love his 
bright images. I knew him when I lived 
in Whitehorse, Yukon too. With my 
two young sons we often visited Ted 
and his wife and he would show the 
kids how to paint. He really wanted to 
encourage kids to express themselves 
through art. When he was elderly and 
living in Victoria, I asked him if I could 
write his biography for children, to 
show them how he became a painter, 
and he was thrilled. He still saw the 
book before he passed away. 
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Meet Illustrator Nicholas Hong
by Anita Miettunen

I recently had the 
pleasure of chat-
ting with Nicholas 
Hong, winner of 
the SCBWI 
Mentorship 
Award (2015), to 
learn more about 
his background 
and art.

Anita: What are your earliest 
influences and memories?

Nicholas: I grew up in South Korea in 
a warm neighbourhood, close to the 
mountains and nature. I hiked and 
played with friends, which was fun 
and creative. My mother always 
supported me and provided 
sketchbooks and crayons. I drew all 
the time. In my work, I take those nos-
talgic feelings and memories and try 
to bring in the emotions I felt when I 
was a child. My art teacher considered 
me a mischievous kid but inside I'm 
very thoughtful. I think these are my 
natural characteristics and I'm happy 
I'm still that person. I like to chat and 
have fun with people, young or old! 

Anita: Do you have formal art train-
ing?

Nicholas: In Korea, I was trained at 
private art class after school. I was 
preparing to get into an art high 
school before our family moved to 
Toronto when I was 13 yrs. old. It was 
a great time and I tried many different 
media, such as pencil, pastel, water-
colour, and acrylics.

I didn't know what to do until I was 
20 yrs. old and realized I needed to do 
art for a living. I applied to Sheridan 
College for Animation. It wasn't easy... 
I applied three times to get in. I think 
it was a good lesson for me because 
before, I had not taken art seriously. 
Those failures made me want to be 
my best! 

Anita: What led you into children's 
illustration?

Nicholas: When I was a kid, I enjoyed 
reading picture books but never 
realized until four years ago that there 
is a children's book industry and that 
you can make pictures for a living. 
One thing I fell in love with about 
picture books is that they allow me 
to have more creative freedom and 
to speak to readers about my story’s 
message.

Anita: What media do you work in?

Nicholas: I like to work digitally in 
Photoshop and to explore different 
techniques. The challenges are to get 
a more traditional texture and feel 
from digital work that can translate 
beautifully into my illustration.

Anita: What has winning the SCBWI 
mentorship award meant for you?

Nicholas: It meant a lot because it 
gave me courage and faith in what I 
do. This keeps me motivated. I want 
to take the next step and I’m excited 
to give out to the world what I can of-
fer in the future.

Anita: Do you have any important 
"lessons learned" you'd like to share?

Nicholas: My most important lesson 
learned was: "having 
no regret any single 
moment." I was a bit 
arrogant and proud 
of myself, and my art, 
when I was in high 
school. I thought I 
could get in to any art 
school. 

But after tasting two bitter failures 
from applying to Sheridan, it was a 
turning point in my life. This made me 
determined to become a humble and 
hardworking person. 

Anita: Where do you look for inspira-
tion?

Nicholas: My inspirations can be 
found anywhere. I get positive or 
warm feelings or some kind of 
emotional or spiritual interaction with 
my inner side from life, pictures, an 
artist's work or other things that 
attract me and make me feel calm, 
peaceful or sometimes excited. Then 
I try to put those into my art, so that 
people might feel the same way. 

Anita: What are you excited about in 
2016? 

Nicholas: I've been taking a class by 
Lisa Cinar and learning about writing 
and making children’s book dum-
mies. I look forward to applying what 
I learned from this. I plan to make a 
couple of dummies, update my new 
illustration portfolio, and visit the 
SCBWI NY Conference in the future.

Thanks, Nicholas, for sharing your 
story with our readers and 
congratulations again on your 
exciting achievement with SCBWI!

Nicholas Hong’s Website:   http://
nicholashongart.com/illustration/

Anita Miettunen lives in Vancouver, 
BC. Her first children’s book, “Big Blue 
Forever,” is a photo-based, non-fiction 
book that will be published by Red 
Deer Press in 2016.
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Susin: Yes, almost all the time, unless 
I have a tight turnaround. I’m a firm 
believer in just having downtime and 
family time on the weekends. 

Nancy:  Who do you ask to review 
your manuscript before it goes to the 
publisher?

Susin: I ask quite a few people. My 
husband. I used to ask my son until he 
got too busy and it bored him (I once 
paid him fifty bucks to read one of my 
manuscripts). Often I get a friend’s 
teenager to read. Then I have a couple 
of fellow YA authors, one in particular, 
we read each others’ manuscripts 
which is hugely helpful. And my agent 
reads it, too. So, on average, at least 
four people read it and give notes 
before it goes to the publisher. 

Bran Muffins with Susin
by Nancy Vo

Susin Nielsen, is the author of four 
award-winning YA novels published 
by Tundra Books. Before novels, she 
worked in television. She was initially 
hired to feed the cast and crew of 
Degrassi Junior High. Here’s what the 
cast had to say:

An ode to Susin, the Bran Muffin 
Queen, we eat them, we die, then we 
turn green.

Susin turned out to be a much bet-
ter writer and went on to pen 16 
episodes of Degrassi Junior High and 
Degrassi High.  Then she started to 
write novels.
   
Her novels are all inhabited by teens 
who feel real enough to walk off the 
pages.  Susin kindly agreed to answer 
some questions for SCBWI.

Nancy:  As a group of writers and
illustrators we are always curious 
about how others work on their craft.  
Can you describe a typical day of 
writing?

Susin: I would love to, even if it will 
make me sound like a lazy poop. I 
get up at 6:30 every morning. Have 
coffee. Glance through the paper on 
my iPad. Sometimes do a 20 minute 
yoga podcast with the husband. Then, 
around 8 a.m., I go to my office, which 
is a room on the second floor of the 
house. A good writing day is maybe 3 
to 4 hours. If I’m working on a 
deadline I can do more, and I can have 
laser focus. My years working in TV 
made me very disciplined. But if I’m 
not working to a deadline, I’m much 
more easily distracted. “Hmm, what’s 
happening on Facebook? Ooh, it’s a 
gorgeous day, I could go out on my 
road bike! Oh, there’s a yoga class in 
half an hour at the yoga studio. Oh, a 
friend wants to go for a walk.” Etc. Etc. 
Sometimes I can go back to writing 
after lunch (when I’m on a roll or 
again, a deadline), other times I 
garden, listen to podcasts, and think 
about the scene I will try to write the 
next day. 

Nancy:  Do you stick to a Monday to 
Friday schedule?

2008

2010

2012 (GG winner)

Jami Gigot
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Nancy:  Out of all your characters, 
who would you most trust to look 
after your two cats?

Susin:  Okay, this is possibly the best 
question I have ever gotten. Stewart, 
hands-down. Even though Schröding-
er escaped, it really wasn’t Stewart’s 
fault. 

Nancy:  Do you work best in the 
morning or at night?  On coffee or 
tea?  With cereal or croissants?

Susin:  Morning, definitely. Coffee, 
way too much. Muesli, fruit, nuts, 
raisins and yogurt. 

Nancy:  What is the best piece of 
advice that you would give your 
12-year old self?

Susin:  Try to be kind (I wasn’t always). 
And to quote Dan Savage: It gets 
better. 

Nancy:  Did you ask George Clooney’s 
permission to include him in your 
novel?

Susin:  No. But lawyers in Canada and 
the US vetted the novel, and I had to 
have a big disclaimer in bold letters 
that everything in the book was 
fiction (but I did add that if George 
ever wanted to talk about any of it, I’d 
be happy to get together.)

Nancy:  What are you reading now?

Susin:  “The Murdstone Trilogy” by     
Mal Peet. Awesome book. Required 
reading for anyone who writes the 
type of books I do! 

Nancy:  What is your favourite 
molecule?

Susin:  I’m more like Ashley than 
Stewart, meaning I don’t even know 
how to answer that question! 

Find out more about Susin: https://
twitter.com/susinnielsen

Nancy Vo is interim Illustrator Coordi-
nator for Canada West SCBWI, work-
ing on picture books. http://www.
nancyvo.com 

Nancy:  How old were you when you 
started writing?  When did you know 
you wanted to be a writer?

Susin: I was very young when I started 
writing. My first “published” book was 
called “The Smallest Snipet of 
Snipeton”, which was bound with 
red duct tape, and they put it in our 
school library when I was ten years 
old. Four kids took it out. And the very 
first diary I ever kept, at age 11, opens 
with a paragraph explaining that I love 
writing stories. So what can I say, it 
was destiny! 

Nancy:  Have any of your books been 
banned (bonus points)?  Where and 
on what basis?

Susin:  Yes!! “Word Nerd”!! “Word 
Nerd” still has formal challenges to 
this day. I couldn't tell you where 
exactly, but when it started showing 
up on young readers’ choice awards 
lists, I started hearing stories of 
parents trying to get it pulled from 
the list, or from their kids’ libraries 
– wherever I go in Canada, to this 
day, I hear stories of formal chal-
lenges, and stories of it being pulled 
from some school libraries. Why? 
Because there are a few swears, and 
two or so references to spontaneous 
erections, and Ambrose is fascinated 
with boobs.

2015

Jiho Jang
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